Memorial Regional Hospital
Department of Cardiac Catheterization
“CODE HEART” Tracking Tool

Date____/____/_____

Clinical Criteria:              Route of Admission:
☐ STEMI                          ☐ MRH ER walk-in
☐ EKG with New LBBB              ☐ RESCUE
☐ NON-STEMI (emergent status)     ☐ Transfer From_________
                                 ☐ In House Patient

Filled out by ED Staff:

1)____:___Patient arrived at Memorial Regional ED                (Earliest time recorded in ED record)
2)____:___EKG                                                           (Time on the first EKG)
3)____:___Code Heart called                                         (Announced by PBX)
6)____:____Time Patient left ED               Clock utilized, and sent to CCL yes / no (circle one)

Emergency Room Physician__________________________________________
TEAM: RN_________________ RN________________________               
If ED time is greater than 30 minutes explain__________________________________________________________________________

M.D.

Filled out by CCL Staff:

4)____:___Team arrived (on call)                                      ☐ (if team in-house, N/A)
5)____:___Invasive cardiologist arrived (on call)                    ☐ (if Dr in-house, N/A)
8)____:___Patient arrived in Procedure Room
9)____:___Sheath inserted                                            (Arterial sheath inserted from event log)
10)____:____Reperfusion time                                        (1st Balloon inflation time from event log)
11)____:___ Door to balloon time                      (Balloon time - Arrival in ED = Door-to-Balloon Time)

Cath Lab Physician_______________________________________________
TEAM: RN_________________ RN_________________ Tech_________________ Tech_________________
Outcome: ☐ Successful Reperfusion ☐ Unsuccessful ☐ Surgical Candidate

If Door-to-Balloon time is greater than 90 minutes explain__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________

M.D.
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Complete this page. Copy the ED record and event log. Return all with charges.